Somatosensory dynamic gamma-band synchrony: a neural code of sensorimotor dexterity.
To investigate neural coding characteristics in the human primary somatosensory cortex, two fingers with different levels of functional skill were studied. Their dexterity was scored by the Fingertip writing test. Each finger was separately provided by a passive simple sensory stimulation and the responsiveness of each finger cortical representation was studied by a novel source extraction method applied to magnetoencephalographic signals recorded in a 14 healthy right handed subject cohort. In the two hemispheres, neural oscillatory activity synchronization was analysed in the three characteristic alpha, beta and gamma frequency bands by two dynamic measures, one isolating the phase locking between neural network components, the other reflecting the total number of synchronous recruited neurons. In the dominant hemisphere, the gamma band phase locking was higher for the thumb than for the little finger and it correlated with the contra-lateral finger dexterity. Neither in the dominant nor in the non-dominant hemisphere, any effect was observed in the alpha and beta bands. In the gamma band, the amplitude showed similar tendency to the phase locking, without reaching statistical significance. These findings suggest the dynamic gamma band phase locking as a code for finger dexterity, in addition to the magnification of somatotopic central maps.